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Validation of the activity expansion method with ultrahigh pressure shock equations of state

Forrest J. Rogers* and David A. Young
Physics Department, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, P.O. Box 808, Livermore, California 94550

~Received 6 June 1997!

Laser shock experiments have recently been used to measure the equation of state~EOS! of matter in the
ultrahigh pressure region between condensed matter and a weakly coupled plasma. Some ultrahigh pressure
data from nuclear-generated shocks are also available. Matter at these conditions has proven very difficult to
treat theoretically. The many-body activity expansion method~ACTEX! has been used for some time to
calculate EOS and opacity data in this region, for use in modeling inertial confinement fusion and stellar
interior plasmas. In the present work, we carry out a detailed comparison with the available experimental data
in order to validate the method. The agreement is good, showing that ACTEX adequately describes strongly
shocked matter.@S1063-651X~97!03211-X#

PACS number~s!: 52.25.Kn, 62.50.1p, 05.70.Ce
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I. INTRODUCTION

The last 40 years have seen major advances in experim
tal high-pressure physics. The generation of one-dimensi
shocks in condensed matter using chemical explosives,
guns, and nuclear explosives has produced states of m
ranging up to pressures of 4000 Mbar and temperature
500 eV (1 eV511 605 K). Measurement techniques ha
been steadily refined so that accurate characterization o
trahigh pressure states of matter can be obtained@1#. These
advances have been complemented by the success o
diamond-anvil technique@2# for producing high static pres
sures now approaching 5 Mbar. Recently laser-driven sh
techniques@3# have been used successfully to measure
equation of state~EOS! of deuterium and a number of othe
materials in regions not previously accessible to experim
The performance of inertial confinement capsules contain
hydrogen isotopes is critically dependent on the EOS. T
EOS for mixtures of low-Z elements in the range access
by the new laser experiments is also important input d
required to model giant planets and late stages of stars
have entered the horizontal branch of the Hertzspru
Russell diagram@4#. In these cases, experiment can serve
a useful guide, but the amount of data required to carry
model calculations can only be obtained from theoretical c
culations.

The properties of matter at high compression and h
temperature present a challenge to theory, because the
cited electronic states occur in condensed matter, not in
lated atoms or molecules. This requires a full self-consis
quantum-mechanical treatment of the electrons, including
occupation of excited states. For shock compressions
normal-density solids that attain temperatures of at most
eV the appropriate starting point is the zero-temperat
electron band-structure calculation. The higher-tempera
data now becoming available are in an intermediate reg
between that of a solid and a partially ionized plasma hav
identifiable ions. Any successful model of shocked ma
needs to pass smoothly between these extreme states of
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ter. Phenomena such as electron band crossings, ch
transfer, electron shell ionization, and phase transitions
may occur in hot dense matter. The question of how, or e
if, the bound states in a dense plasma are shifted by scr
ing remains an unresolved experimental problem@5,6#. The
problems associated with dense, high-temperature ma
have not been solved in a comprehensive way.

A partial solution of the ultrahigh pressure equati
of state can be found in the activity expansion meth
~ACTEX!, which approximates the quantum-mechanical p
tition function of a mixture of atoms, ions, and electrons. It
exact in the weakly coupled plasma limit of high tempe
ture, but becomes progressively less accurate as
condensed-matter regime is approached. It is useful bec
it overlaps the highest pressures reached in shock exp
ments, and a rigorous test of the theory is now possible.
theory underlying the ACTEX method has been develop
over a number of years and is described in detail elsewh
@7–11#. It has been used extensively in astrophysical mod
ing and has been found to be in better agreement with h
oseismic observations than other methods@12#. These data
present an opportunity to directly compare ACTEX with e
periments that test its limits of validity. A brief summary o
the ACTEX method is given in Sec. II. Section III discuss
the experimental data used to make comparisons. Sectio
shows the comparison of theory with shock data. Section
concludes with a discussion.

II. THE ACTEX METHOD

The EOS of partially ionized plasmas has been of inter
since the 1920s when Saha@13# introduced a method to in
clude ionization equilibrium in weakly coupled stellar pla
mas. This simple approach led to a breakthrough in ste
modeling and greatly increased our understanding of st
Since that time there have been a number of attempt
improve on the method by adding plasma screening effe
on bound states and nonideal Coulomb coupling correctio
in many cases using phenomenological reasoning@14–19#.
The most fundamental approaches have been mainly
cerned with obtaining terms through ordern5/2 in hydrogen
plasmas@20–27#, where n5N/V is the number density
5876 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 5877VALIDATION OF THE ACTIVITY EXPANSION METHOD . . .
ACTEX is a systematic attempt to obtain similar results va
for higher-Z plasmas, where strong coupling exists betwe
highly ionized ions. The philosophy behind the ACTEX a
proach is to sacrifice some degree of rigor in order to ob
reliable results over a wide range of mass densityr, tempera-
ture T, and atomic numberZ.

Fully quantum-mechanical activity expansion calculatio
are very complicated and, for practical calculations, limit
to a few low-order terms@22–24#. However, in many re-
gimes of interest the quantum mechanics only enters thro
degeneracy-weighted Boltzmann factors that control the
ization balance, while the Coulomb interaction terms
highly classical, e.g., at low density, the Saha equation w
Debye-Hückel Coulomb corrections@28#. With these factors
in mind it is possible to first work out global classical equ
tions that describe partially ionized, arbitrarily coupled pla
mas @8,9#. Then at a later stage of the analysis, after
underlying structure has been determined, classical elect
ion Boltzmann factors can be replaced with Tr exp(2bH) of
the screened potential. In the static limit this is the Deb
Huckel ~Yukawa! potential,

us52
z je

2e2r /lD

r
, ~1!

wherez j is the net ionic charge and

lD5S kT

4pe2( jnjz j
2D 1/2

~2!

is the Debye length. This results in an expansion that gi
statically screened bound states and the lowest-order q
tum corrections to the Coulomb interaction terms. In a f
cases some higher-order quantum corrections are avai
from other sources and have been added. It is possibl
further improve these results by using the Cooper-DeW
formalism @29# to introduce electron degeneracy correctio
into the screening length and directly into the Coulomb c
pling terms. The major steps involved in the method
described in the following paragraphs.

The classical activity expansion of the grand canoni
partition function~GCPF! of strongly coupled, fully ionized
plasmas involves a many-body analysis of a very large n
ber of both singly connected and multiply connected d
grams @30#. In contrast, only the multiply connected dia
grams contribute to a density expansion of the canon
partition function. Abe@31# showed how to carry out an
all-orders expansion in the density. The leading terms in
resulting convergent multicomponent expression for the n
ideal Helmholtz free energy are

F2F0

VkT
5SR1(

i j
Si j 1(

i jk
Si jk1••• , ~3!

where

SR5
1

12plD
3 , ~4!
n
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Si j 52ninjFBi j ~T,lD!12pE
0

`S bui j 2
bui j

2 D r 2drG ,
~5!

and Bi j (T,lD) is the second virial coefficient for the stat
screened potentialui j 5z iz je

2 exp(2r/lD)/r. The Si jk and
higher-order terms systematically replace the divergent C
lomb virial coefficients with the virial coefficients for th
Debye-Hückel potential@Eq. ~1!#. The terms through orde
n2, given by Eqs.~3!–~5!, show that there are some diffe
ences in detail with the virial expansion of the screened C
lomb potential. For example, there appears a term of or
n3/2, i.e., the Debye-Hu¨ckel Coulomb interaction term, com
ing from the ring diagrams, while terms of orderbui j and
(bui j )

2 are missing from the screened second virial coe
cient. In the special case of the one-component plas
~OCP!, much studied with Monte Carlo simulations@32#, the
Abe method recovers the strong-coupling limit@9#. Rogers
and DeWitt@7# showed that the equivalent result in the gra
canonical ensemble, including all singly and multiply co
nected diagrams, could be generated from the Abe den
expansion. In the classical case this removes the comp
tions related to the long-range Coulomb interaction and
multiply connected diagrams. However, due to the invers
technique, this expression is still not in proper form to stu
ionization balance; i.e., it is expressed in terms closely
sembling the virial coefficients of the screened Coulomb
tential, not cluster coefficients as would be expected for
GCPF. This is remedied by recollecting the virial-like term
to obtain an activity expression in terms of Mayer clus
coefficients of the statically screened Coulomb potential@8#.
The next step is to everywhere replace classical Boltzm
factors exp(2bu) with Tr exp(2bH). These steps give an
activity expansion of the GCPF in which the short-rang
classical divergences have been removed with quantum
chanics and the long-ranged divergences with converg
many-body resummations. This result is finally in a suita
form to allow the study of partially ionized plasmas. Th
bound states in the reorganized activity expression
screened by a static potential that has the Debye-Hu¨ckel
~Yukawa! form Eq. ~1!, but the screening length,

lA5S kT

4pe2( j zjz j
2D 1/2

, ~6!

is now dependent on the activity,

zj5~2sj11!| j
3euj /kT, ~7!

rather than the density, where

| j5S 2p\2

mjkTD 1/2

~8!

is the thermal de Broglie wavelength. It approaches the i
sphere radius,a5(3/4pn)1/3, at strong coupling, while the
Debye length that appears in the density expansion, as is
known, becomes much less thana. These results are stil
only appropriate for fully ionized plasmas. The dynam
screening corrections, which are being neglected here, a
the bound state energies and also the Coulomb coup
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5878 56FORREST J. ROGERS AND DAVID A. YOUNG
terms of low-Z plasmas@21#. However, the effects on th
EOS are not large when|.lD @24#.

Next, analogous to the way dissociation is treated
short-ranged molecular dissociation in low-density gases
augmented set of activity variables is introduced to acco
for the formation of ions, atoms, and molecules@30#. These
new variables are built from products of the fundamen
particle activities and the Boltzmann factors that control
ionization balance between states of chargez j andz j 11 .

The resulting activity expansion for the pressure t
originally was expressed in terms of the basic compone
i.e., electrons ‘‘e’’ and nuclei ‘‘$ i % ’’, is replaced with an
expression that involves additional activity variables ‘‘$ i c% ’’
that account for the possible composite particles~ions, at-
oms, molecules! that can form. Since the ACTEX analys
works from equations that include all possible interactio
among the basic constituents of the system, plasma scree
effects on bound states are automatically included. The s
screening approximation limits the calculations to conditio
such that|,lA . The reorganized expansion has two no
worthy features:~1! it systematically pulls out the importan
contributions to the EOS as temperature, and thus ioniza
state, changes;~2! states whose energy lies somewhat bel
the continuum edge shift,2z je

2/lA , are moved back to
their isolated particle positions. This is because thelA de-
pendence in the Boltzmann factors, exp@2bEs(lA)# of the
original expansion was used in the process of creating
new activity variables. However, states lying in the vicin
of the continuum edge are affected by plasma screening
share their degeneracy with neighboring ions@10#. The total
number of states that need to be considered is neverth
determined by the screened potential. How particular st
are treated in the analysis depends on the size of the B
mann factors exp@2bEs(lA)#, whereEs(lA) is the energy of
states in the screened potential. For example, the degene
weighted Boltzmann factor for a particular low-lying state
low temperature isgs exp(2bEs

0) until lA>1.5lc for that
state, whereEs

0 is the atomic value andlc is the value oflA

whereEs(lA)50. As the density is increased further,gs is
reduced, becoming zero aslA5lc . Finally, a reorganization
that takes advantage of the charge asymmetry whenz j.1 is
carried out. This allows the treatment of strongly coupl
highly ionized, high-Z plasmas, provided the electron-io
coupling parameter

Le j5
bz je

2

lA
~9!

is <1, where j 5$ i %, $ i c%. The method used in the prese
calculations to include strong-coupling effects considers o
the direct Coulomb interaction between ions. It fails wh
the ion core size becomes comparable toa and the core-core
interactions become important@9#.

The version of ACTEX used in the current calculatio
differs from earlier versions in one significant way, name
the criteria used to determine the critical screening values
multielectron ions. In earlier versions, due to the complex
of calculating the states of an ion havingNb bound electrons,
in which the Coulomb interaction has been replaced by
exponentially screened Coulomb potential, a scaling met
based on just the tail, (Z2Nb)e2 exp(2r/lA)/r, of the self-
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consistent potential was used. Critical screening values
the bound states in this potential are given in Ref.@33#. How-
ever, when the number of core electrons is large, the bind
is somewhat stronger and the critical value oflc where a
state becomes unbound is lower than given by the tail par
the potential. Furthermore, as pointed out in Appendix B
Ref. @9#, the electrons in a given subshell all disappear
about the same point as when only one electron occupies
shell. For high-Z ions that are not highly ionized, this ca
greatly reduce the critical screening length, thus caus
states of ions with multiply occupied outer shells to rema
bound until somewhat higher density. These considerati
will mostly only affect valence shell states. The critic
screening values for excited states in other shells are
proximated reasonably well by the old method.

The critical screening values give the value of the scre
ing length where the electron is no longer bound in that s
to a single charge center; it does not preclude quasimolec
states where electrons are shared by several ions. The u
assumption is that the electron becomes an unbound par
free to roam throughout the system. This seems correct
excited states. However, high density is required to scr
out the valence states. In this case it would seem that qu
molecular formation, where several ions share electrons
extended periods of time, are possible, i.e., the ionized e
trons would not immediately wander far from their pare
ions. There is some experimental evidence for this type
behavior @34#. The recent observation of high-temperatu
hydrogen with metalliclike properties could also be inte
preted with this type of picture@35#. For plasma densities no
far above where critical screening occurs, the EOS proper
may not differ significantly from treating the quasimolecu
as Nm distinct ions. If this is the case, then treating the v
lence states as atomic~isolated! states, even whenlA
>1.5lc , could provide a practical method to extend t
range over which reliable results are obtained. In the follo
ing we use both the screened and quasimolecular approa
at high r, to obtain the valence state contributions in co
parisons with experimental data. The effect of the core e
trons on the critical screening value of a given shell w
obtained using a quantum defect approximation to obtain
effectivez* to put in the scaling formula.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Ultrahigh pressure shock data have come mostly fr
Russian sources. These experiments have been done
underground nuclear explosives as the source of the sh
wave. In a number of cases, results for experiments car
out years ago have only recently been reported. In the Un
States, some data have been obtained from undergro
nuclear explosives, and, very recently, from high-pow
pulsed lasers. We reviewed the available experimental d
for suitable comparisons with ACTEX calculations. W
looked for data on low-Z elements and compounds that we
shocked to temperatures where significant ionization wo
be expected, and when the plasma would be in
intermediate-coupling regime. We found that D, Be, C
H2O, Al, and SiO2 were the best candidates.

For D2, there has been gas-gun shock Hugoniot data u
200 kbar available since 1983@36#. However, at this pressur
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56 5879VALIDATION OF THE ACTIVITY EXPANSION METHOD . . .
D2 is only slightly dissociated, and is not yet a plasma. T
very recent Nova laser experiments of Da Silvaet al. @3#
have extended the range to above 2 Mbar where dissocia
is complete and some ionization has started to occur. Th
experiments revealed a strong density maximum in
Hugoniot due to molecular dissociation. For Be, there h
been gas-gun experiments@37,38# and five data points from
underground nuclear explosions@39,40#.

For polystyrene, CH, there have been conventio
explosive-generated shock experiments up to 0.5 Mbar@41#
and recent Nova data up to 40 Mbar@42#. The Nova results
are based on an x-ray contrast shadowgraph technique w
is less accurate than in the D2 experiments, and this leads t
substantially larger error bars. For water the explosive
gas-gun data go up to 1 Mbar@43,44#, and Russian nuclea
experiments have achieved pressures up to 31 Mbar, w
dissociation has occurred and partial ionization has be
@45–47#. In the case of Al, Russian nuclear explosion expe
ments have been taken up to 4000 Mbar, far higher than
any other material@48–51#. These data are important be
cause they are the only published work that enters the e
tron shell ionization region. Additional data are availab
from other sources@52–53#. For silicon dioxide, there are
underground nuclear explosion data@46# for several starting
densities. We have chosen the starting density 1.35 g/3

~one-half normal crystal density! so that the thermal effect o
porosity will be optimized for comparison with ACTEX.

IV. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT AND THEORY

The Hugoniot curve is the locus of points attainable
shocks of increasing intensity from some fixed initial sta
According to the Rankine-Hugoniot relations@54# that result
from energy, momentum, and mass conservation, the inte
energy at a point along the Hugoniot is given by relation

EH5E0H1 1
2 ~V0H2V!~PH1P0H!, ~10!

whereH refers to the final state and 0H refers to the initial
state. The Hugoniot curve is determined theoretically by
lecting a volumeV5M /r of interest and iterating on th
temperature until the relation Eq.~10! is satisfied. In prac-
tice, as will be seen, there can be several temperatures
given density where the EOS satisfies this condition. Si
ACTEX is not valid at the cold initial state, it is necessary
use experimental data to obtainE0H andV0H whenT0H and
P0H are known. In most casesT0H is room temperature an
P0H is 1 atm. Using Eq.~10! with the classical ideal gas
relationship betweenE andP, we see that for an ideal mon
atomic gas of ions and electrons at infinite temperature~dis-
regarding the presence of thermal radiation!, rH54r0H . For
an ideal diatomic gas,rH58r0H . Any physically correct
plasma EOS model~such as ACTEX! will show the limiting
shock density of 4r0H . However, phenomena such as diss
ciation and ionization will cause an increase in the mo
heat capacity and a consequent increase in shock de
beyond this limit. At very high temperatures, when all ele
trons are ionized, the density will smoothly approach
limit. Table I gives the initial values of temperature, densi
and energy for the calculations discussed below.
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The comparison of experiment with several theories
the deuterium Hugoniot are shown in Fig. 1. The ACTE
calculations were done with theP2 approximation described
in Sec. II of Ref.@9#, with the modification described abov
where the 1s ground state is not screened. We will refer
this as theP2uv approximation. In the specific case of D, th
plasma coupling is weak, so that screening the 1s state or
adding theP3 term has very little effect on the results. How
ever, the atom-atom and atom-ion contributions toP2uv are
substantial and should also be included in theP3uv term.

The sharp density maximum shown in the experimen
due to the large change in internal energy as D associ
into D2 molecules with decreasingT. We have not attempted
to include the molecular dissociation in the ACTEX calcu
tions and thus cannot obtain the density maximum obser
in the Hugoniot data. However, ACTEX does show go
agreement with the experiment in the region of the ma
mum. ACTEX also predicts a small secondary maximu
near 10 Mbar, which corresponds to the ionization of D
oms. Further Nova experiments may be able to explore
region above 1 Mbar in more detail@55#.

TABLE I. Initial temperatures, densities, and energies
ACTEX Hugoniot calculations.

Material
Temperature

~K!
Density
(g/cm3)

Energy
~erg/g!

D2 20 0.17 21.08931012

Be 295 1.85 23.55 31011

CH 295 1.044 26.42 31011

H2O 295 1.00 25.36 31011

Al 295 2.70 21.21 31011

SiO2 295 1.35 23.08 31011

FIG. 1. Comparison of several deuterium EOS models with
experimental data~points! and ACTEX ~smooth curve!. The dots
are gas-gun data@36# and the squares are laser data@3#. Here and in
the following error bars are indicated where available. DTF~short-
dashed line! is based on Thomas-Fermi theory@57#, SESAME ~long-
dashed line! is based on an insulator-metal transition model@56#,
and Ross’s theory~dot-dashed line! is based on liquid perturbation
theory @3#. All of these theories include approximate dissociati
models.
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5880 56FORREST J. ROGERS AND DAVID A. YOUNG
The SESAME EOS includes a dissociation model with a
insulator-metal transition@56#. The theory of Ross@3# uses a
liquid perturbation theory with a volume-dependent dissoc
tion energy and gives reasonable agreement with experim
DTF @57# is a Thomas-Fermi–based theory with diatom
molecular physics added. There are substantial discrepan
between the various approaches, especially in the locatio
the density maximum. The DTF model overestimates
electron pressure and fails to predict any density maxim
SESAME is in poor agreement with experiment probably b
cause of an inadequate dissociation model. Ross’ model
well in the dissociation region, but only crudely treats t
ionization region. It is clear that the prediction of the beha
ior of shocked liquid deuterium is a difficult and not y
completely solved problem.

Figure 2 shows the comparisons for Be. The ACTE
P2uv ~solid line! results fall slightly below the two highes
experimental points. Converged solutions to the activ
equations could not be obtained below 5.3 g/cm3 and 9.8 eV.
Two additional variants of ACTEX are shown. One sho
that adding theP3uv ~dashed line! term improves the agree
ment with theory. In this case the core interactions are sm
For the other materials discussed below, repulsive core in
actions are larger and theP3uv term actually slightly worsens
the comparison with experiment. The other variant
ACTEX ~dotted line! shows that the model that allow
screening of states connected with the valence electr
configurations breaks down sooner than theP2uv variant. It
is evident that core interactions cannot be neglected, an
we have adopted theP2uv variant as the standard calculatio
which is used in the remainder of the comparisons show

It is useful to compare Thomas-Fermi theories w
ACTEX for Be. The density maximum due to ionization o
curs atr57.74, 7.90, and 8.35 g/cm3 for QEOS ~Thomas-
Fermi! @58#, SESAME ~Thomas-Fermi-Dirac!, and ACTEX. It
is clear that the TFD model is an improvement over pure
Further corrections to the Thomas-Fermi model might
proach the ACTEX results closely.

Figure 3 shows the ACTEX comparison with experime

FIG. 2. Comparison of three versions of the ACTEX theo
~curves; described in text! and experimental data~points! for the
beryllium Hugoniot. The dots and triangles are explosive and g
gun data@37,38#, while the squares and diamonds are undergro
nuclear data@39,40#.
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tal polystyrene~CH! data. Predicted pressures fall below t
measurements, but are within the error bars. The ACT
calculations predict a sharp density maximum near 100 M
corresponding to the ionization of the 1s electron in H, and a
broader maximum corresponding to the ionization of the 1s2

electrons in C. These features are an outcome of the mix
model used in ACTEX and are experimentally verifiable
principle. At densities just below those shown, the ACTE
Hugoniot curves downward and no solutions to Eq.~10!
were found forr,3.4 g/cm3.

For water ~Fig. 4! the ACTEX calculation just barely
overlaps the experimental range. There is a signific
change in the ACTEX slope predicted near the highest
perimental points, which brings the calculations into go
agreement with the data. No density oscillation due to
ionization is found in the ACTEX calculations.

For Al, the experimental data overlap the theory over
entire range considered. Here as shown in Fig. 5 the exp
mental data reach the electron-shell ionization region. T
errors in the experiments are too large to reveal the expe
ionization oscillations in the Hugoniot density, but the theo

s-
d

FIG. 3. Comparison of ACTEX theory~smooth curve! and ex-
perimental data~points! for the polystyrene Hugoniot. The dots ar
explosive data@41#, and the squares are Nova laser data@42#.

FIG. 4. Comparison of ACTEX theory~smooth curve! and ex-
perimental data~points! for the water Hugoniot. The dots an
squares are explosive and gas-gun data@43,44#, and the triangles are
underground nuclear data@45,46#.
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56 5881VALIDATION OF THE ACTIVITY EXPANSION METHOD . . .
clearly indicates two major density maxima due to the io
ization of theK and L electron shells. At low pressure th
ACTEX slope agrees quite well with the data, but the pr
sure is somewhat low. This discrepancy could be explai
by the neglect of hard-sphere-like interactions betwe
M -shell ions that affect the pressure but not the energy. V
ous theories for shocked aluminum, including self-consist
one-electron quantum-mechanical models, have been c
pared for aluminum@47#. The varied results show that the
is not yet a standard model that includes all of the neces
physics.

For SiO2 ~Fig. 6!, the theory does not reach the highe
experimental point, but the trajectory of the theory clea
points in the right direction. Ionization of the Si and
atomic cores produces some structure in the density m
mum region.

The lowest-temperature points of ACTEX for the six m
terials are shown in Table II. It is clear that the ionic co
pling given by theG parameter is in the transition regio
between weak and strong, that is, in the region where
radial distribution function begins to show oscillations due
particle correlations.

FIG. 5. Comparison of ACTEX theory~smooth curve! and
nuclear explosion experimental data@47–52# ~points! for the alumi-
num Hugoniot.

FIG. 6. Comparison of ACTEX theory~smooth curve! and
nuclear explosion experimental data@46# ~points! for the porous
silicon dioxide Hugoniot.
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V. DISCUSSION

We have used nuclear explosion and laser shock dat
validate the ACTEX EOS method. Overall, the ACTE
theory and experiment are in good agreement. This sugg
that the ACTEX model can be used to provide the lar
amounts of EOS data required to model giant planets, de
stellar objects, and inertial confinement fusion~ICF! plas-
mas, at least for the substantial regions where conditions
similar to or less strongly coupled than those conside
here. The optical properties of matter at these conditions
also an important physical input to the modeling. The A
TEX method can be used to provide the bound-state occu
tion numbers needed to calculate these properties@59#.

We have also made comparisons with some other
proaches. Thomas-Fermi–based codes likeQEOS generally
give reasonable values for the EOS but due to the smoot
of the shell structure will not give accurate values for deriv
tives of the EOS in regions of partial ionization. One indic
tion of this is that the predictedQEOSHugoniot density maxi-
mum is invariably lower than the ACTEX prediction
Methods that probe the interiors of giant planets and s
using seismic observations depend critically on the deri
tives of the EOS@60,61#, so that the Thomas-Fermi metho
is not applicable.

The ACTEX calculations reported here differ somewh
from earlier work in the way valence states are treated
high density. It was found that treating these states as fo
ing quasimolecules, unaffected by plasma screening, g
significantly improved comparisons with experiment ov
calculations that introduce screening. An alternative expla
tion for this could be that thelA predicted by the ACTEX
calculation is too short, causing valence states to be scre
into the continuum at too low density. As discussed in S
II, higher-order terms, not included in the current calcu
tions, cause ACTEX to become unreliable as the conden
matter regime is approached. These terms tend to incr
the value oflA obtained from a converged solution to th
activity equations, so that allowing valence states to rem
bound whenlA,lc may approximate the effect of includin
higher-order terms.

The most important improvement to ACTEX needed
the intermediate coupling region, for few-times ionized ion
is the inclusion of core-interaction terms into theP3uv and
possibly similar higher-order terms. There is a noticea
tendency in Figs. 2–6 for the ACTEX Hugoniot to fall belo

TABLE II. The lowest-temperature point computed by ACTEX
The Zm value is the charge on the most highly occupied cha
state.G is the ion-ion coupling constant,Zm

2 e2/akT. For deuterium
Zm is the ionization fraction.

Material
Density
(g/cm3)

Temperature
~eV!

Pressure
~Mbar!

a
~bohr! Zm G

D 0.99 3.81 1.75 1.76 0.3 0.37
Be 5.31 9.89 10.33 1.58 2 6.96
CH 3.70 23.00 21.62 2.15 2 2.34
H2O 3.90 13.23 13.88 1.53 2 5.30
Al 9.60 16.32 15.35 1.96 3 7.66
SiO2 6.00 30.33 30.56 2.08 4 6.90
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the experimental points. This appears to be a consequen
the lack of ion-core interactions in the higher virial coef
cients, since small corrections to the pressure will bring
theory into better agreement with experiment.

There is a steadily increasing interest in ultrahig
pressure states of matter for applications such as sho
foams, laser fusion, surface ablation by x rays, meteorite
comet impacts, and planetary and stellar interior evoluti
These studies require accurate tabular EOS representa
over wide ranges of density and temperature, which can
accessed by hydrodynamic simulation codes. In addit
there are new experimental methods such as sonolum
cence and ultrashort pulse lasers that can generate ultra
pressure states of matter under reproducible conditions
could become sources of EOS data in the future. These m
ods will require analysis by accurate EOS models such
ACTEX. ACTEX cannot produce a global EOS table, but
.
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of
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-
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e
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s

can produce partial tables for assembly into larger synth
tables, or it can be used as quasiexperimental data to be fi
by a simpler EOS model with adjustable parameters
which can then be used to generate a global table. ACT
appears to be a good model model for partially ionized pl
mas, and will be useful for calibrating EOS data tables
simulations of processes at very high pressures and temp
tures.
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